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1. INTRODUCTION
Per Terms of Reference (“ToR”) of the “Consulting Services for BOTAŞ SCADA System Assessment and
Design” project (“Project”), with the reference EU-IPA13/CS-02.b, Accenture (“Consultant”) has provided
the following Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (“SCADA”) Design Report to discuss and present a
way forward for the future design of the recently implemented SCADA system under the “SCADA Renewal
and Backup Project” for BOTAŞ Transmission System Operator (“TSO”).
As usual, Consultant made the effort not only to make suggestions for the current design, that is to define
the integrations across various modules of the SCADA, but also to make inquiries for future development;
even for functions that are currently not in use at BOTAŞ TSO, but may be required in near future. This
concept includes topics such as Energy Management Systems, Analytics and Cloud-enabled applications.
Again, this is not to be understood as criticism of the current SCADA design; as with the current state of
the gas market, such applications may be redundant, yet they may become useful soon enough.
Special consideration was given to the following modules, among others, and their integrations with other
modules, for which the Consultant has provided a needs analysis, within the scope of this or other projects:


Simulation,



Geographic Information System (“GIS”),



Demand Forecasting Software, and



Electronic Bulletin Board (“EBB”).

While doing so, Consultant has taken into account the current SCADA implementation by Siemens and
made suggestions not to contradict the current design for BOTAŞ.
To ensure full benefits of the SCADA functionalities, a holistic approach to SCADA design is required;
harmonizing, hence integrating all modules in and out of the control room to work coherently:
Figure 1 Sample Representation of SCADA and its Complementary Modules

Source: Accenture Analysis

This report contains the following sections:


Section 1 is Introduction,



Section 2 provides an overall look into possible SCADA design options,



Section 3 deep-dives into current SCADA functionalities and component integration,



Section 4 is Conclusion.
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2. SCADA DESIGN OPTIONS & DISCUSSIONS
2.1. Current Gas Trends and Business Needs
Compatible with the Consultant’s approach to the problem, both SCADA system design, as well as the
overall Information Technologies (“IT”) / Operational Technologies (“OT”) architecture, are fueled by
business needs and market challenges. Current gas trends require a simplified and digitally enabled
organisation to improve security of supply, enhance safety and reduce total cost of ownership (“TCO”), as
mostly required by regulatory authorities.
The below table outlines the current challenges in the gas landscape:
Figure 2 Current Trends and Challenges in Today’s Gas Markets

Source: Accenture Analysis

Challenges such as Security of Supply, Cyberattacks and Asset Utilization / Management are particularly
of interest to BOTAŞ. Also, starting with the liberalization of the gas market and redefinition of tariff
structures, increasing pressure is expected from the Energy Market Regulatory Authority (“EMRA”) on
allowed investment – revenue calculations, hence cost items.
Following changes need to be initiated when transitioning from the current system landscape towards an
integral control and decision-making centers:


Processes: Most of the current processes, especially in static asset management, are paperbased, which leads to errors and duplication in work. Digitised, interactive maps with wellmaintained single line diagrams with live views of the grid state and works shall be carried out,



Information: Information with no single point-of-truth creates erroneous, complex information flow
across different asset stakeholders, resulting in fragmented analyses. Centralized information
within the control room, and decision-making mechanisms integrated into one central information
hub will help avoid isolated information silos,



Analysis: Current IT/OT architecture only allows reactive actions on historical data analyses as
response to grid planning and failures / outages. Creating a proactive control center that uses
proactive analytics, based on real-time data will enable less outages and effective planning,



Efficiency: Many co-ordination efforts are required to ensure successful outage management with
numerous manual interventions. However, integrating systems reduces double entry and manual
processes, while modern and easy user interface improves user experience.
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While not within the scope of this Project, an accurate capability model shall be introduced for BOTAŞ to
address the current and upcoming needs of transmission system servicing:
Figure 3 Illustrative Capability Model for Transmission System Operators

Source: Accenture Analysis

The capability model outlines the capabilities required for each domain (Corporate Services, Asset
Management, Analytics, etc.), supported by digital enablers to be utilized by the users. Such a capability
model is further broken down into sub-capabilities; and the operating model, organization and processes
are driven out of it. The IT/OT solution architecture and the SCADA design shall satisfy business needs /
market challenges towards the capability model for TSOs to align systems and tools with the organization.
A similar approach was discussed in the Consultant’s Inception Report, dated December 2016.
Without knowing to what degree the abovementioned approach was employed, different SCADA design
options have been presented in the next section.
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2.2. Typical System Architecture for Gas Control Rooms
Without limitation by the current implementation, typical system architecture for an integrated gas control
room is provided below:
Figure 4 System Architecture for Gas Control Room

Source: Accenture Analysis

The above figure suggests that among core functionalities of SCADA (Energy Management System – EMS,
Outage Management System – OMS), simulation, contract management and document repository shall be
located inside the control room; where as GIS, Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) and other analytical
platforms such as Demand Forecasting, Workforce Management (“WFM”) are outside the control room,
integrated with SCADA over integration buses.
Key aspects of this control room architecture are:


Centralized Servicing via SCADA/EMS/OMS: This brings together all information at a single
center for optimized decision-making,



Integration: This is key to create a single-point-of-truth for real-time asset data, which can be
mirrored with the data in GIS or ERP. This will be further discussed in below sections,



Monitoring & Control: Both are done from one central location,



Tight Integration between Simulation and SCADA: This enables simulation results to play an
essential role in the right decision-making,



A Two-layered Service Bus: This ensures secure communications between the critical
infrastructure domain on the right and external or other systems on the left. Bidirectional information
exchange is made feasible,



Fully Automated Real-Time Mirroring & Synchronization Mechanisms: They maximize uptime
by minimizing risks of unavailability.

Yet there exist other system architectures, necessitated by different business needs as discussed in the
previous section. Options are presented in the below figure:
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Figure 5 Other Options for System Architecture

Source: Accenture Analysis

The degree of centralization is, again, dependent on the business needs; a fully integrated SCADA is very
useful for a TSO with a complex network and a large amount of monitoring and controlling services in place,
as is the case of BOTAŞ TSO. In a fully integrated SCADA-environment, the operator has the advantage
to work within one solution with all necessary information directly available on the screen and with strong
visualisations. A small TSO with limited controlling mechanisms would likely work with a decentralized
SCADA solution, with limited changes in the asset status, limited controlling mechanisms and limited use
of analytics. If the network model is relatively simple (e.g. few long pipelines), the strong visual
representations offered in fully integrated SCADA are not much of a use. In general, prior to SCADA
procurement, the design shall be put in place to support the purchase with a business case.
Naturally, SCADA vendors’ products have their own design; hence the degree of centralization remains as
a question to be discussed prior to any SCADA vendor selection, in the RfP phase. BOTAŞ TSO has made
a decision about the vendor long ago and the implementation is about to be completed. Consultant only
made the effort to lay out the landscape of different design options for a complete discussion.
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3. TO-BE SCADA DESIGN AND COMPONENT INTEGRATION
3.1. Current SCADA Solution Architecture
The BOTAŞ-select vendor, Siemens, has been conducting the “SCADA Renewal and Backup Project” for
over a year; the project is expected to be completed within 2017, with maintenance and supervision period
to follow.
Overview of Siemens products for the gas control room are given below:
Figure 6 Overview of Siemens Gas SCADA and Further Components

Source: Accenture Analysis, Team Analysis

Per above design, starting from the bottom of the picture to the top:


Communication with Remote Terminal Units (“RTU”) and substations happens over communication
protocols such as ICCP and IFS. As discussed in the Task 1 – Needs Assessment Report,
communication with the field domain will rather flow over DNP 3 protocols in the BOTAŞ case,



SCADA with its User Interface (“UI”) and the field domain are protected within the gas control room
over the “Spectrum Power High Speed Bus”; i.e. communication and data flow with the rest of the
gas control room happens over this integration bus,



Historian, Document Management, Outage Management, Contract Management, Simulation
Software and in-built Demand Forecasting Software (in case any; and BOTAŞ will have one for
very short-term demand forecasting) are the other tools inside the product,



As discussed in Figure 4, the second layer of the Service Bus called the “Enterprise Service Bus”
allows integration to other tools outside the control room, such as GIS, Demand Forecasting and
ERP. Communication is secured over the two integration buses between the SCADA and outer
domains,



Further analytical platforms over Cloud such as energy management, social media, etc. can be
leveraged but are currently out of consideration for BOTAŞ,



As expected and discussed under Section 2.2, current BOTAŞ SCADA landscape follows a fully
integrated approach towards the gas control room design.

A deep-dive into each domain inside the SCADA is provided below:
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Figure 7 Different Domains inside the SCADA

Source: Accenture Analysis, Team Analysis

Starting from the field domain, where data flows to SCADA from industrial customers, power plants, city
gates etc. via RTUs and instrumentation (e.g. gas chromotographs) over communication protocols, the
basic functionalities of SCADA allow historical data keeping via Historian, Document Management. Outage
Management tracks outages and triggers alarms accordingly, while employing predictive outage
management for asset management. Simulation is used for current state calculations and future state
estimations, whereas SCADA in-built demand forecasting conducts up to 2-week-ahead forecasts. As
discussed in the Task 1 – Needs Analysis Report, this functionality can be substituted by the Simulation
tool and/or by a more advanced Demand Forecasting tools outside the control room.
Integrations for the SCADA modules inside and outside the control room are discussed in the next section.
When there is a reference to the SCADA system, all basic functionalities of SCADA (Historian, UI, EMS)
should be taken into regard.

3.2. Integrations across SCADA Modules and Components
for the Target SCADA Design
3.2.1.

Key GIS Integrations

GIS can perform data creation, raster-to-vector translation, address information, proximity analyses,
topological analyses and visualisation of asset data. It is important to acknowledge that GIS is the owner
of static data and not the dynamic data. Dynamic data (i.e. flows) is captured by Simulation.
Integration recommendations for GIS and SCADA modules, in and outside the control room, are below:
Figure 8 Recommended GIS Integrations

Source: Team Analysis
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As discussed in the Task 1 – Needs Analysis Report and in the relevant workshop, benefits of these
integrations are as such:


GIS and Enterprise Asset Management: This provides control over all assets, for the full life cycle
(design, construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance, decomissioning and renewal) of the
assets defined on GIS and in the Enterprise Asset Management (“EAM”) software. It also allows to
be fully compliant with respect to mandatory legislation, with respect to asset safety, monitoring,
etc. Combining as-built network data with financial data for projects and investments can justify
tariff propositions for BOTAŞ.
Further integration of EAM with ERP, Workforce Management, Mobile and Network Planning
would allow:



o

Maintenance Planning and Scheduling,

o

Procurement and Spare Parts Management,

o

Work Order Management,

o

Asset Reliability Management,

o

Outage Simulations,

o

Furter Asset-related Reporting, and

o

Grid Planning, in case a separate tool is utilized for it.

GIS and Outage Management: Static data can be visualized; hence outages can be detected over
the asset data and outages can be removed more swiftly; which would result in improved Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as System Average Interruption Duration Index (“SAIDI”) and
System Average Interruption Frequency Index (“SAIFI”).
Below figure explains industry KPI improvements via GIS integrations:

Figure 9 Industry KPI Improvements via GIS Integrations

Source: Accenture Analysis



GIS and Workforce Management, Mobile: Based on the GIS data and outage location, and taking
work force proximity to the affected location, crews can be sent rapidly to the incident site. Further
Mobile integration with IP phones, tablets, etc. enhances quality and speed.



GIS and Document Management: Documents are linked to the GIS assets, so that any
construction work, as-builts, operation manuals and other technical documentation can be found.
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3.2.2.

SCADA and Simulation Integration

As discussed in Task 1 – Needs Assessment Report, Simulation tools are utilized to mimic network
behaviour where there are no sensors in the grid, hence covering black spots on the grid, since it is not
feasible to put sensors at each point. Also, scenarios can be conducted with Simulation to provide insight
on the current and future states of the grid.
State estimation and simulation require specific software that is not fully integrated yet in any SCADA
system. To receive output for any point of the grid, input shall be provided from the SCADA to the Simulation
tool; hence the two shall be integrated. Mostly for cybersecurity reasons, the data flow is manual; i.e. no
automatic flow of data happens but the data is pushed from SCADA to the Simulation tool when necessary.
Input-Ouput relationship resulting from the SCADA – Simulation Integration is as follows:
Table 1 Input – Output Relationship for Simulation
Input (at Entry/Exit Points & Compression Stations)

Output (at Any Point in the Grid)

Flow
Pressure
Speed of flow
Gas Quality Parameters, measured with gas
chromatograph (methane, ethane, O2, etc.)

Flow (m3/s)
Pressure (bar)
Line Pack (nm 3)

Temperature

Operating Density (kg/m3)

Speed of Flow (m/s)

Calorific Value (kWh/m 3)
Wobbe Index (MJ/nm 3)
PE Number
Temperature (°C)
Compressor Energy Consumption (kW)
Adiabatic Head (kJ/kg)
Percentage of Different Gas Component (mole%)
H2O dew point (°C at given P)
Hydrate Equilibrium Temperature (°C at given P)
Source: Team Analysis

Other recommended integrations are as such:
Figure 10 Other Recommended Simulation Integrations

Source: Team Analysis
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Benefits of these integrations are:


Simulation and Outage Management: This integration will help dispatchers predict critical
situation and the network behaviour in such situations, especially for the area of interest. Dispatcher
decisions will hence be supported via Simulation scenarios.



Simulation and Contract Management: Simulation results will take existing contracts into
consideration. This is especially important for long-term contracts rather than day-to-day operations
of nomination, allocation and confirmation.



Simulation and EAM: Simulation can be utilized for theoretical scenarios for strategic planning.
Design and test changes can be applied over the existing assets in the network.

3.2.3.

Key Demand Forecast Tool Integrations

Demand forecasting is split into two, namely short-term and long-term, with respect to the timeline of the
forecast. Hence, different interagtions should be considered for both parts, as explained below.
Integration recommendations for Demand Forecasting and SCADA modules are as per the figure below:
Figure 11 Recommended Demand Forecast Tool Integrations

Source: Team Analysis

Short-term demand forecasting shall be integrated with the EBB to allow Demand Forecast Tool to capture
the nominations entered by the market participants. This will allow Gas Control Management to track
nominations / re-nominations on a near real-time basis to update their forecasts, arrange line pack
calculations and perform operational management of contractual obligations. According to the outcome of
demand forecasting, confirmations can be sent to nomination holders.
Other operations impacted by the integration are as such:
Table 2 Processes to be Managed via EBB – Demand Forecast Tool Integration
Process

Tabular Trends
Swap Management

Operational Balancing Agreements

Third-Party Support

Description

A clear overview of nominations, confirmations, deviations
during a (gas) day
Agreement between multiple neighbouring network operators for
the diversion of certain amounts of gas from one entry/exit point
to another
Agreement between two (neighbouring) network operators to
settle operational differences between confirmed values and the
actual realised values
Extensions for specific custom needs (e.g. storage orders,
trader interfaces, etc.)

Source: Team Analysis
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EBB is further integrated with ERP and Billing systems to provide necessary back-office applications such
as Invoicing, Collateral Management, Reconciliation, etc. Furthermore, Demand Forecast Tool can be
integrated with Weather services over some Web-Service applications to avoid the hassle of manual data
transfer.
Long-term demand forecasting shall be integrated with the EAM and Network Planning tools, in case there
is a separate tool used for that. For most instances, current demand forecasting tools are mature enough
to provide forecasts up to 15 years. Hence, via coordinating output of GIS, EAM and Demand Forecasting,
asset risks are prioritized and needs are coordinated into an optimised investment plan. The process is
visualized as below:
Figure 12 Illustrative Asset Investment Planning Process

Source: Accenture Analysis

Per figure above, pipeline of work which can vary as type of work (capital, maintenance, etc.), as well as
by origin (market participants, intergovernmental agreements, etc.) is filtered according the investment
strategy and planning, taking costs, resources and schedule into account. Prioritized investments are
scheduled as part of annual plans and reviewed / updated accordingly. Once the work is executed,
investments are still tracked for their performance over their life time. Key benefits of this integration are:


Capital spend is reduced by 5% to 10% through targeted investments,



Prioritisation of capital and operations / maintenance further reduces OPEX spend,



Variability in annual spend, hence in tariffs is avoided,



Annual plans are revised yearly to reveal choke points and challenges,



Budgeting is performed looking at true asset needs and not on historic spend.
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3.3. Data Transfer from the Field over RTUs
Consultant has gathered information about the RTU design from the Siemens’ SCADA Renewal and
Backup Project. The project includes four types of WAN connectivity with fiber optic ring topologies. These
connections satisfy data transfer from valves, pig stations, RMS stations to BOTAŞ Headquarters, regional
offices and Yapracık Facilities. The rings are connected via separate E1 connections. Where landline is not
available, 3G-based private APN connections are used for back-up purposes. A sample connection
diagram for one of the rings is given below:
Figure 13 Sample Connection Diagram for one of the RTU Rings

Source: BOTAŞ, Siemens

Remote monitoring allows bidirectional data, which means the centralized monitoring location (i.e. SCADA)
can send control information back to the site where equipment can be controlled and monitored. Valve
shutdown applications are an example for that. Moreover, as explained in the previous sections, asset
monitoring starts from the field as RTUs send equipment status information; continuous measurement of
RTU data can be used for benchmarking and energy optimization. Risk of emergency shutdowns due to
failures can be eliminated via scheduled service intervals.
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (“SDH”) equipments co-exist with RTUs at valves, pig stations, RMS and
compressor stations. SDH equipment enables high speed high-speed communication. SDH and RTUs are
connected via Ethernet or E1 connections, while SDH equipments are linked with each other via fiber optic
cables. Radio equipments exist at more than 10 locations. SCADA data retrieved from the field via Ethernet
or E1 connections are transferred by fiber optic cables to the BOTAŞ Yapracık SCADA control center over
SDH equipments.
Network Manager (NM, 1353 NM Release 7.4.5), Regional Network Manager (RM, 1354RM Release 7.4.9
– NR7) and Optical Management System (OMS Release 11.2.8) systems are in place to manage SDH
systems on the field. For all SDH equipment on the field; operations such as supervision, alarm detection,
performance monitoring, trafic composition and control are run over the Network Management System.
Network Management Systems oversee approximately 250 equipments.
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NM and RM systems are currently phased out. Taking into account the current Optical Management
System’s capacity, all equipments run over NM and RM are planned to be transferred to this system.
As per below figure, SDH equipments are connected via F/O outlets, while SDH and RTUs are connected
via Ethernet:
Figure 14 Sample SDH Connections

Source: BOTAŞ, Siemens

Work done regarding the SCADA Renewal and Backup Project in terms of new RTU installations and
communication protocol upgrades was reported in Task 1 – Needs Analysis Report, with respect to the
discussions around spare RTUs. The current set of ACE3600 RTUs on the field communicate over DNP 3
protocols and can transmit data over fiber-optic links, broadband over IP, Ethernet and other
communication technologies to sustain redundancy. This phenomenon is depicted in the below figure:
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Figure 15 RTU-Transferred Data to Centralized Monitoring Location

Source: Accenture Analysis

Existing RTU-SCADA communication is simple, as it is Serial or IP-based and the traffic flow is highly
managable and under control. From the security perspective, the RTUs are encrypted and have in-built
firewalls, with in-built intrusion detection system.
Information retrieved from the field includes flow measurements, pressure and physical status information
for the RTU. While the set of data retrieved is satisfactory for BOTAŞ operations, this data should be well
interpreted via a Simulation tool to cover the blind spots of the grid, as explained in Task 1 – Needs
Assessment Report.
As retrieved from BOTAŞ, RTUs on the BOTAŞ network transfer 1 kb/s of information over a 20 Mb WAN
link capacity at its peak time, suggesting that the information volume transferred is well within range. Also,
these type of RTUs are capable of transmitting at broadband speeds up to 100 MB; 1kb/s of information
transfer is also easily satisfied. To communicate with the BOTAŞ Headquarters for reporting purposes,
links with capacity of STM-1: 155.520 Mbit/s and STM-4: 622.080 Mbit/s are utilized. Considering the
number of RTUs on the grid, an approximate of 25,228 Gb of data would be collected in the data center,
which is a low volume that can be accomodated within the data center design.

3.3.1.
Cybersecurity Design for RTU / Substation-SCADA
Communication
RTU and substation connection security is one of the core components of data integrity and larger data
security architecture at BOTAŞ. In other words, representing the end points for the SCADA security
architecture, data security starts with the RTUs and substations on the field and both physical and
cybersecurity of such equipment is critical for a well-functioning natural gas trading hub.
Consultant has reached the following conclusions regarding the current status of cybersecurity on the field:


Security features of Motorola ACE 3600 RTUs are not exhausted equally around the grid.
RTU/Substation-SCADA communication is not encrypted all along the grid,



Communication is either Serial (i.e. some of the RTUs are Modbus-Serial RS-232/422/485), and
some of the RTUs have IP (TCP)-based connections,
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RTU-SCADA communication is not configured from a cybersecurity point of view.

Prominently, there are two types of security design for substation-SCADA communication, as discussed in
the below figure:
Figure 16 Security Design Options for RTU / Substation-SCADA Communication

Source: Team Analysis

Notables from the above figure are explained as such:


In an environment such as BOTAŞ’, RTUs may have both serial and TCP-based communication.
If physically possible, a Serial / TCP converter is utilized to convert all communication to TCPbased,



In both designs, network encryption is enabled both when data leaves the RTU / Substation and
enters the SCADA server,



Security Gateway is placed either before each RTU / Substation, as in the distributed design, or
before the SCADA server only, as in the centralized design,



Network encryption, Security Gateway, as well as the Serial / TCP Converter is placed before all
RTUs / Substations (RM-A, RM-B Stations, Compressors, etc.).

When the characteristics of Motorola ACE 3600 RTUs are studied, it is revaled that the RTUs have access
control, built-in firewalls, intrusion detection systems, encyrption features and other cybersecurity
standards. However in BOTAŞ’ case, not all of these features are activated.
Consultant’s suggestions to improve RTU / Substation – SCADA security are as such:


SCADA-RTU configuration shall have TLS / SSL options enabled,



For TCP-based RTUs, no access other than RTU Firewall Modbus (502) port shall be allowed,



Access control policies should be drafted for BOTAŞ and access authorization shall be given to
personnel accordingly,



Rule sets shall be defined to match operational logic to sustain normal operation,
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Motorola ACE 3600 best practices shall be followed; i.e. cybersecurity features for the RTUs shall
be enabled for all RTUs and substations on the grid,



Security Gateway shall be placed before the RTUs, such as in the distributed design,



Serial-based RTUs should be converted to TCP-based RTUs, if physically possible. If not, a SerialTCP converter can be utilized, as shown above,



If additional security is desired, an additional hardware solution could be placed between RTU /
Subtation and the LAN / WAN network before data is transferred to the SCADA server to monitor
and process traffic between internal and external networks.

In addition, over 100 standard have been defined by the International Electrotechnical Commission (“IEC”)
regarding smart grids. Consultant’s suggests BOTAŞ to review key standards and assess its willingness to
adopt them. To a minimum, Consultant considers the following key standards urgent to be complied with:


Common Information Model: IEC 61968 – Common Information Model Distribution Management
and IEC 61970 – Common Information Model Energy. These standards will enable BOTAŞ define
a common vocabulary and basic ontology for network modelling and communications,



Cybersecurity: IEC 62351 – Information Security for Power System Control Operations. Security
requirements for system management and information exchange, including communications
network and system security issues, TCP/IP profiles, and security for ICCP and sub-station
automation and protection are dealt with this standard. Also North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (“NERC”) addresses best practices for the cybersecurity of assets essential to the
reliable operation of the electric grid. Similarities could be drawn regarding the gas grid,



Substation Automation: IEC 61850 – Communication Networks and Systems in Substations. This
represents the global standard for communication in substations, open and interoperable systems,
and architectures,



SCADA Network: IEC 60870 (-5-101/104) – Transmission protocols, IEC 60870-6 (ICCP, TASE.2)
– Inter Control Center Communications Protocol. Communication protocols for internal and external
networks for the SCADA network are defined.

3.3.2.

Physical Security Measures for RTUs / Substations

Physical measures for BOTAŞ data center have been discussed in the Consultant’s Task 1 – Needs
Assessment Report. As a reminder, key measures were:


Physical Security: Biometric measures shall be installed, as entry to current data rooms is
untracked and open for everyone. Key elements of monitoring shall be enabled for the data center,
such as access control device, CCTV, intercom, intruder alarms and cameras,



Fire Measurements: Key elements such as fire suppression control panel, smoke detection, fire
alams shall be installed,



Certification and Standards: Regarding physical security and fire prevention, globally accepted
standards such as BICSI, Uptime Institute shall be followed and certification shall be acquired.

For physical security of RTUs and substations, i.e. for the RTU cabinets and substation buildings, following
recommendations are made by the Consultant:


An integrated Security Operations Center shall be established to enable the physical
security of control centers and substation / field equipment such as RTUs. A Security
Operations Center aggregates and tracks events, alarms, maintenance and grid operations.
Physical security of equipment and systems is monitored via such a center. Threats towards
operations are assessed against vulnerability of the systems and adequately reported. Meeting on
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09.05.2017 revealed the fact that MENR is already considering such an option for all affiliated
institutions.


Substation / RTU physical attack use cases shall be generated. This starts via identifying the
systems and devices located at substations, followed by generating attack scenarios. Attack
scenarios are expanded in detail use case scenarios, alarms and device logs are activated via
simulating the use case. Lessons learned and improvement points are translated into actions. Such
a use case is provided below:

Figure 17 Physical Security Use Case Example for Substation Intrusion

Source: Team Analysis



Following physical security devices shall be installed: Video Surveillance - Camera (IP or
Analog CCTV), Thermal Camera, Card Reader and/or Biometric Access, Cabinet Entry Alarm and
Overall Building Alarm. All footage and video shall be consolidated in a Physical Access Control
System, supported by a server for reference.

Figure 18 Sample Cabinet Video Surveillance System Footage

Source: EPRI, Honeywell



Adequate network infrastructure shall be in place. Ideally, Field Area Network, Substation Local
Area Network and Substation Wide Area Network shall connect with eachother in a secure manner
via the cybersecurity measures discussed above. This may represent the case not for all RTUs but
rather for critical substations.
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4. CONCLUSION
Following conclusions can be drawn from the topics covered in this report:


A capability model for BOTAŞ TSO should be created to further brake it down into sub-capabilities;
and the operating model, organization and processes are driven out of it. The IT/OT solution
architecture and the SCADA design shall satisfy business needs / market challenges towards the
capability model to align systems and tools with the organization.



There are different SCADA designs with respect to the degree of centralization. A fully integrated
SCADA is very useful for a TSO with a complex network and a large amount of monitoring and
controlling services in place, as is the case of BOTAŞ TSO.



SCADA vendors’ products have their own design; hence the degree of centralization remains as a
question to be discussed prior to any SCADA vendor selection, in the RfP phase. BOTAŞ TSO has
made a decision about the vendor long ago and the implementation is about to be completed.



Key SCADA and Module Integrations are:



o

GIS and Enterprise Asset Management to provide control over all assets, for the full life
cycle (design, construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance, decomissioning and
renewal) of the assets defined on GIS and in the Enterprise Asset Management,

o

GIS and Outage Management to visualize static data; hence outages can be detected
over the asset data and outages can be removed swiftly, which would result in improved
Key Performance Indicators,

o

GIS and Workforce Management, Mobile to send crews rapidly to the incident site,

o

GIS and Document Management to locate any construction work, as-builts, operation
manuals and other technical documentation,

o

Simulation and Outage Management to help dispatchers act in critical situations and
monitor network behaviour in such situations,

o

Simulation and Contract Management to take existing long-term contracts into
consideration,

o

Simulation and EAM to devise theoretical scenarios for strategic planning,

o

Short-term Demand Forecasting and EBB to track nominations entered by the market
participants on a near real-time basis to update their forecasts, arrange line pack
calculations and perform operational management of contractual obligations,

o

Long-term Demand Forecasting and EAM to provide forecasts up to 15 years and
coordinate output of GIS, EAM and Demand Forecasting to prioritize asset risks are and
needs into an optimised investment plan.

Finally, in the BOTAŞ network, information retrieved from the field amounts to 1 kb/s of information
over a 20 Mb WAN link capacity at its peak time, suggesting that the information volume transferred
is well within range. Also, communication with the BOTAŞ Headquarters for reporting purposes,
links with capacity of STM-1: 155.520 Mbit/s and STM-4: 622.080 Mbit/s are utilized. Considering
the number of RTUs on the grid, a low volume of data will be collected which can be accomodated
within the data center design. Above suggested measures for physical and cybersecurity of the
RTU / Substation – SCADA communication shall be taken into consideration regarding network
upgrades.
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